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By inviting 108 people to compose animated four-word phrases for a digital billboard, FOUR WORDS gives
disproportionate publicity to many private thoughts. Intervening within a commercial context, this public
artwork explores the tension between artistic/literary content and the advertising vehicle that carries it,
haiku-like compression receiving similar visual treatment to marketing straplines.

Contributors were asked to compose FOUR WORDS on the theme of ‘January’. The hour-long animation is
varied in tone, by turns poetic, philosophical, political, comic, both demotic and mock-official, kicking against
its commercial substrate.

Curated for the Liverpool Media Wall, 2016, FOUR WORDS is a collaboration with Metal, one of a series of
four ‘Liverpool Provocations’ commissioned for Liverpool city centre during the January sales. Chris Sharratt,
Artists Newsletter, said: “The billboard, Europe’s biggest, full motion digital advertising screen, featured the
animated work of 108 individuals, including contributions from non-artists.” Teenagers, retired sailors, ex-
footballers and workers from local communities appeared alongside established artists (Gerhard Richter,
Fiona Banner, Douglas Coupland, amongst others). Receiving £15,000 from ACE, £5,000 from Seedbed Trust
and £5,000 from Bruntwood property developers, FOUR WORDS also appeared at Leeds Tech Hub
(November 2017) and Channel 4’s online platform All4 (2019), and in the Journal of Writing in Creative
Practice (Intellect, 2017).

By imposing a common constraint on numerous eclectic voices, FOUR WORDS asks where content comes
from in an age of ‘content provision’, inviting us to scrutinise the digital landscape and consider how we
distinguish commercial from artistic intent. Ben Parry, Course Leader of Bath Spa University’s MA Curatorial
Practice, said that “FOUR WORDS fundamentally changed how we deliver our ‘Reaching Audience’ module.”
As an ‘applied’ conceptual art, FOUR WORDS adapts itself to diverse social contexts, with new iterations
currently being devised for Bluecoat Gallery and Belong Villages, a community specialising in care for
dementia patients.
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Billed as “a series of interruptions”, the billboard — Europe’s biggest, full 
motion digital advertising screen — featured the animated work of 108 
individuals and included contributions from non-artists as well as 
internationally recognised names such as Gerhard Richter, Fiona Banner, 
Douglas Coupland and David Shrigley. Snappy, slyly subversive and 
sometimes thought-provoking announcements and calls to action 
flickered like unexpected interruptions to afternoon shopping trips... 
“People respond to incentives” announce Freakonomics — economist 
Steven D Levitt and writer Stephen J Dubner — a cheekily provocative 
statement in the midst of the January sales. Continuing the theme of 
money, credit and consumerism, 16-year-old Zak Dunn-Jurack announces 
that “You owe me 50” 

Chris Sharratt, a-n 



Contributions ranged from the wryly comic in 
intent — such as the cheeky “five” — to the 
brutally cutting “money disables us all” and the 
straight-forward “I hate January”. The onlookers 
and passers-by were indeed provoked — to 
laugh, to think, to change. 

Simon Ward, Corridor8 



The slogan won’t be a component of an ad or marketing 
campaign, but will instead form part of a project curated by the 
artist Alan Dunn. The initiative, called FOUR WORDS, aims to 
take over Liverpool’s most visible city-centre advertising site in 
the middle of the sales season and offer shoppers 100 different 
four-word thoughts based on ideas of value, money and 
exchange. In the words of the brief: “We want to offer the 
Liverpool public FOUR WORDS that will act as a counterpoint to 
the sales season and the invisible pressures of this time of 
year.” 

Damon Fairclough, Blog 
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FOUR WORDS, Edwin Pink TV 

https://vimeo.com/152469661

FOUR WORDS, interviews, Bob Wass 

https://vimeo.com/153296481

https://vimeo.com/152469661
https://vimeo.com/153296481


FOUR WORDS timelapse, Bob Wass 

https://vimeo.com/153295721

FOUR WORDS, street level footage, Edwin Pink TV 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaY8HGnyk0k

https://vimeo.com/153295721
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaY8HGnyk0k


It was perhaps the strangest 60 minutes that this oversized, traffic-choked television has 
ever seen. Overlooking the tumbling river of vehicles that flows between Liverpool’s Lime 
Street Station and the exquisite St George’s Hall, the 31-metre long Media Wall usually 
plays host to a constant cycle of ads. However, for one hour only on January 20th 2016, 
its consumerist mantra was interrupted by the FOUR WORDS art project — a stream of 
slogans, thoughts, non-sequiturs and questions on the theme of money, value and 
exchange. Conceived by the artist Alan Dunn, and forming part of the Liverpool 
Provocations series, the anti-ads were provided by an eclectic list of artists, writers, 
economists, journalists, musicians and community activists — not to mention the odd 
creative copywriter. Each contributor was required to submit four words together with 
instructions for a ten-second text animation; on the day, the 70-ish syntactical snippets 
were aired three times each, and once the hour was up, normal commercial service was 
resumed. At the very least, FOUR WORDS threw a linguistic spanner into capitalism’s 
works for an afternoon during the January sales, provoking plenty of puzzlement and, 
perhaps, a little inspiration for the city’s passing workforce. 

Damon Fairclough, Blog



During the broadcast many people gathered to watch, encouraging passers-
by to stop and take in the different messages; street cleaners, bus 
passengers and those arriving at Lime Street, including Exeter football fans 
arriving for their game at Anfield. Having such a prominent platform helped 
to reach a wide and varied audience. Contributors turned up to see their 
animations and the Director of screen owners Ocean Outdoor, Keith Crisp, 
made the journey from London. Esteemed author and artist Douglas 
Coupland tweeted his admiration for the project (“A really great text art 
project in Liverpool I was lucky to be part of”) 

Jenny Porter, METAL 



Very inspiring, and everyone at 
DaDaFest loved it! 

DaDaFest Disability Arts Charity, Liverpool 



As a model for presentation of new digital content, FOUR WORDS has been developed and applied in numerous contexts with a 
further 220 collaborators from all ages and backgrounds to date: 

FOUR WORDS: MARKET, Leeds Market, a collaboration with PopArtMedia to launch their new indoor media wall, with 24 
animated texts including contributions by Gilbert & George, Douglas Gordon, The Pop Group, Becky Shaw, Peter Suchin and 
Juneau Projects. 

FOUR WORDS: ACADEMIA, Leeds Beckett University, developed as the inaugural content for the Media Wall in new Entrance 
Way to Portland Building, with 30 animated texts including contributions by Ross Sinclair, Douglas Coupland, Rachel Reupke, 
Marion Harrison and Pippa Eason. 

FOUR WORDS: TECHNOLOGY, Leeds Tech Hub, commissioned by Bruntwood Developers to open their £18m Platform Building 
on the 9m indoor Media Wall, with 100 animated texts including contributions by Karl Bartos (Kraftwerk), ARUP, Scanner, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Invisible Flock, Foundation for Art & Creative Technology, Leeds United Supporters 
Club and Leeds Beckett University students. 

FOUR WORDS: PARIS ’68, Bath Spa University, commissioned by MA Curatorial Practice to mark the 40th anniversary of the 
Paris uprisings, presented on their 7m-high indoor Media Wall with contributions from students and staff within the building 
alongside artists including David Michael Clarke, Nina Edge, Laboratory Of Insurrectionary Imagination, Loraine Leeson, 
Misspent Potential, Mariele Neudecker, The Singh Twins, They Are Here and Zevs. 

FOUR WORDS: FUTURE, Channel 4, commissioned by Metal Liverpool and Seedbed Trust, the 30-second animation exclusively 
soundtracked by Scanner was screened 60,000 times between 1-31 January 2019 during programmes aimed at 16-34 year 
olds (including Hollyoaks and Shameless) on Channel 4’s online platform All4, with contributions by Karl Bartos, award-winning 
independent Liverpool FC fan channel 

The RedmenTV, young females from Harthill Youth Centre in Liverpool, Leeds Beckett University graphics student Angus 
Evans, Mark Stewart from The Pop Group, Amina Abbas-Nazari (Research Fellow at the Royal College of Art) and Liverpool-
based agency Propaganda-Photo. 

FOUR WORDS: EYES, Belong Dementia Support Village, Crewe, commissioned as part of the three-year Arts Council England 
funded arts and dementia research project between Bluecoat and Belong, FOUR WORDS invited those on the dementia journey 
to look into the artist’s eyes and hand-write the first four words they thought of. 



FOUR WORDS: MARKET, Leeds Market 



FOUR WORDS: ACADEMIA, Leeds Beckett University 



FOUR WORDS: TECHNOLOGY, Leeds Tech Hub 



FOUR WORDS: TECHNOLOGY, 
Leeds Tech Hub 



FOUR WORDS: PARIS ’68, Bath Spa University 



Television is the medium of the masses, or the ‘drug of the nation.’ Even 
today in our heavily digital age it remains the centre piece of any house. We 
receive so much information through this fancy technological rectangle so 
it’s a joy to turn this around on itself. Over the years I’ve enjoyed 
collaboration as part of my creative output, often more so than working 
solo. I was recently approached by curator Alan Dunn to work with him on a 
very special opportunity indeed. It’s a follow up to his FOUR WORDS project 
that allows people to present four-word statements on complex issues 
through language. 

Robin Rimbaud (Scanner) 
http://scannerdot.com/2019/01/four-words-future-on-tv/ 



FOUR WORDS: FUTURE, Channel 4 



FOUR WORDS: EYES, Belong Dementia Support Village, Crewe 
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Liverpool Provocations was a series of public realm
interventions curated by Metal Liverpool in partnership with
67projects. The happenings took place in the city centre
during the January Sales, pulling the public off the “shopping
treadmill”, as an antidote to their New Year Blues.

Alan Dunn’s commission, FOUR WORDS (2016), hijacked the
Liverpool Media Wall for an hour on January 20, to stream a
series of animations that each contained four words or less.
The multilingual statements were donated by over seventy
participants, including Gerhard Richter, Fiona Banner, David
Shrigley and Hala Al-Alaiwat. Contributions ranged from the
wryly comic in intent — such as the cheeky “five” — to the
brutally cutting “money disables us all” and the straight-
forward “I hate January”. The onlookers and passers-by were
indeed provoked — to laugh, to think, to change.

In contrast to the broad, outspoken prod of FOUR WORDS,
Julieann O’Malley’s intimate series of one-on-one
performances, Veracity (2016), took its audience into an
immersive environment inspired by Nineteen-Eighty-Four.
Again, participants were challenged to question their
perceptions of self, and the effect social-economical
pressures have upon it.

Bridging the gap between the close and the grand,
MeYouandUs’ mobile installation, Big Mouth (2016), made
its presence known on Church Street and Clayton Square.
The artist duo invited people to vent their frustrations into a
camera disguised as a megaphone. In turn, their mouths
were projected onto a large, radiant globe, and fixed upon the
head of a six-breasted daemon — designed by Liverpool
street artist Tomo — that danced for their viewing pleasure, or

perhaps disgust, within a box viewed through a lens. With
good humour and technical complexity, Big Mouth exorcizing
seasonal ills, whilst commenting upon social media induced
self-censorship.

Liverpool Provocations closed in the Black-E on the 23rd with
a performance directed by Forest Swords, in collaboration
with choreographer Carmel Koster and dancer Owen Ridley-
Demonick.

Championing the body as means of liberation, empowerment
and resistance, Shrine (2016) drew its audience into a heady
meditation. In a large, darkened hall, a neon circle enclosed a
contracted body. A white spotlight fell and a drone began to
mount; a drone built from layers of breath that created a
constant vibration against a push and a pull akin to
ventilators: the almost melodic imitation of a hospital ward
that would be silent if not for its machines, and the whirling
inside its patients’ ears. Blue beams formed an x in the circle
and the arrangement became percussive. Steadily, it reached
the sort of seductive, hypnotic pace that Forest Swords is
known for. With that, the body rose and used its confounds to
simulate the motion of falling and climbing and swirling and
fighting and pushing and drowning and incubating, as the
ritual’s audio was dismantled and reconstructed again and
again. Ridley-Demonick left the ceremony with sweat running
off his back, and stood within the audience for a tense
moment, before the hum of unseen flies replaced the
applause.

30 January 2016 — Corridor8 
‘Liverpool Provocations:
A Series of Artistic Interruptions’ 
Simon Ward 



Not every ad line needs to be compact, concise and
considerably shorter than War and Peace, but brevity is often
what’s required. As a copywriter I’ve written my share of
snappy straplines in my time and they’ve appeared around
the world in all kinds of very public manifestations. I’m not
sure, however, that any have claimed ten seconds of fame on
quite the scale of my most recent slogan.

Its precise wording must remain under wraps for now, but
what I can reveal is that on January 20th 2016, four of my
words will have Liverpool’s gargantuan media wall to
themselves... for one whole sixth of a minute. It’s an exciting
prospect, as the screen sits in a prominent position opposite
Lime Street station, and claims to be “the largest full motion
out-of-home digital advertising screen in Europe”. (At almost
31 metres long, if there’s an “in-home” screen that’s bigger, I’d
be very interested to see the residence in question.)

On this occasion, the slogan won’t be a component of an ad
or marketing campaign, but will instead form part of a project
curated by the artist Alan Dunn. The initiative, called FOUR
WORDS, aims to take over Liverpool’s most visible city-centre
advertising site in the middle of the sales season and offer
shoppers 100 different four-word thoughts based on ideas of
value, money and exchange. In the words of the brief: “We
want to offer the Liverpool public FOUR WORDS that will act
as a counterpoint to the sales season and the invisible
pressures of this time of year.”

It may be the height of hypocrisy for a commercial copywriter
of many years’ standing to get involved in an art project that
is essentially a critique of the free market and its post-
Christmas shopping frenzy, but a brief is a brief. When invited

to take part, I certainly couldn’t resist the opportunity to see
four of my carefully weighted words appear giant-sized in the
centre of the city, but equally, it will be a real thrill to appear
alongside some very noteworthy co-contributors including
Douglas Coupland, Gerhard Richter, Paul Morley, Jamie Reid
and David Shrigley.

Plus, I’m sure it will be exhilarating for them to be on the
same list as the famous Liverpool-based copywriter and
content creator, Damon Fairclough. (Incidentally, there’s
another D. Fairclough on the list too — the sensational
Liverpool FC super-sub of the 1970s and early ’80s...) With
each four-word sequence currently being animated by the
designer Jack Ehlen, the Lime Street stage is set for 100
curious comments that will command Liverpool’s attention in
just a few weeks’ time.

As I said, I can’t tell you my slogan just yet. But I’m looking
four word to it.

3 December 2015 
‘Four Word March’ Damon 
Fairclough 



It was perhaps the strangest 60 minutes that this oversized,
traffic-choked television has ever seen.

Overlooking the tumbling river of vehicles that flows between
Liverpool’s Lime Street Station and the exquisite St George’s
Hall, the 31-metre long Media Wall usually plays host to a
constant cycle of ads. However, for one hour only on January
20th 2016, its consumerist mantra was interrupted by the
FOUR WORDS art project — a stream of slogans, thoughts,
non-sequiturs and questions on the theme of money, value
and exchange.

Conceived by the artist Alan Dunn, and forming part of the
Liverpool Provocations series, the anti-ads were provided
by an eclectic list of artists, writers, economists, journalists,
musicians and community activists — not to mention the odd
creative copywriter. Each contributor was required to submit
four words together with instructions for a ten-second text
animation; on the day, the 70-ish syntactical snippets were
aired three times each, and once the hour was up, normal
commercial service was resumed.

At the very least, FOUR WORDS threw a linguistic spanner
into capitalism’s works for an afternoon during the January
sales, provoking plenty of puzzlement and, perhaps, a little
inspiration for the city’s passing workforce.

As revealed on this very blog back in December, I was one of
the contributors invited to take part in this intriguing
intervention. When I originally trailed my involvement, I kept
my four-word slogan under wraps, but now my story can be
told.

So there you have it: PUT. THAT. COFFEE. DOWN!

This isn’t the time or place to go into the what-and-why
of that caffeinated call to action — I’ll save that for an article
on my writing archive at noiseheatpower.com sometime
soon. For now, let’s accept it at face value — just one four-
word utterance among the many that caused Liverpool to
raise an eyebrow one chilly January afternoon.

I’d like to express huge thanks to Alan Dunn for issuing the
call, to Jack Ehlenfor executing the animation, to my fellow
four-worders, and to Metal Liverpool who put so much work
into helping the whole thing happen. The event was well
documented in both photographs and video, so those who
have the time and/or inclination can gorge themselves on
these literary snacks while reliving the whole provocative
experience. Without having to endure the biting wind.

And if any of the organisers are reading this, I’m ready to do it
all over again whenever you want.

In fact, let’s go crazy. Next time, let’s make it five.

18 February 2016 
‘Media Wall’ Damon Fairclough 







































Samela Otovic (artist) 
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